
Your lifetime fencing partner.  
With you, every step.



The Stock & Noble difference

Life’s one big journey — from your daughter’s first 

pony to your son’s first cup-winning race. Stock 

& Noble are there with you, at every milestone. 

Beautiful, sophisticated, premium fencing products 

that last, protect and look great all year round.

A short word from our CEO

Stock & Noble would not be the authentic and original 

company that it is today without all the customers, 

partners, designers and pioneers that have shaped 

it’s direction since day one.

Moving forward, our vision is clear and the 

foundations well laid. Our products and services  

will continue to provide unparalleled quality, 

protection and durability to a community of horse 

owners that expect nothing less. Our new tagline, 

“Your fencing partners for life — With you, every step” 

reflects our clear vision — to help and support  

our partners and clients, through their own  

journeys in life. 

I’m thoroughly excited for what the future holds,  

so on behalf of myself and the Stock & Noble team, 

thank you for being with us, every step of the way.

 
Joe Crisp  
CEO, Stock & Noble

We’re with you,  
every step of the way.

“I can make a General in five minutes  
but a good horse is hard to replace.”

— Abraham Lincoln
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Buckley Fence
Beautiful American-inspired fences 
that last and protect.

EXCLUSIVE TO STOCK & NOBLEBuckley Fence is Stock & Noble’s 
premium fencing range.

Our durable, maintenance-free fence system  

means less time fixing things, more time with your 

family and horses.

Buckley Fence products are highly visible and safe 

posts and rails. Smooth, rounded edges with no 

fasteners or nails. The rails are as strong as steel,  

but will flex to cushion your horse upon impact.

 Premium steel specialised horse fencing

 Available in textured black or gloss white

 1-rail to 5-rail options

 Lifetime expectancy

 Unrivalled equine protection

 Fire and flood proof, easy on the planet

Unrivalled quality  
& protection.

Beautiful, superior quality & protection. 
Buckley Fence by Stock & Noble.
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Classic wooden fence good looks, 
with added safety measures.

Legacy Rail has the aesthetics of a classic post 

and rail fence, but with superior flexibility, lower 

maintenance required coupled with a great range  

of options so you can build a fence that’s unique  

to you and your specific needs.

The flexibility, smoothness and strength of Legacy 

Rail protects horses and riders from injuries.

With long life warranties Legacy Rail is a fence  

that’ll last a lifetime.

 Premium specialised flex rail

 Available in Black, White and Natural colours 

 Slimline, Classic, Bold and Electric options

 Long life guaranteed with UV resistance

 Cushions horse on impact

 Easy on the eyes and the wallet

Impact resistant, 
flexible fencing.

When horse safety is everything, 
we’re with you, every step.

Legacy Fence
That classic board fencing  
look, with superior horse safety. 
Keep the legacy alive.
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Premium paint products for  
lasting protection.

Forever Black and Forever White by Stock & Noble 

does what it says – a brilliant and rich fence paint 

that lasts and protects. Coupled with Never Crib, 

Anti-Mould Defense and Hot Weather Technology, 

your fences will withstand pesky horse cribbing,  

wear and discoloration. 

 Never Crib, clear anti-cribbing solution

 Anti-Mould defense

 Hot Weather Resistance technology

 Brilliant White and Rich Black options

 One coat to stain, two for solid colour

 Environmentally safe, Low in V.O.C.

 Free from creosote, bitumen and oil

First impressions 
count. Make ‘em last.

Strong colour, low maintenance.  
High quality protection that lasts.

Master Blend 
Fence Paint
Premium equine  
fence paint.

Forever Black 
PREMIUM FENCE PAINT

Forever White 
PREMIUM FENCE PAINT

Never Crib 
ANTI-CRIBBING &  

ANTI-CHEWING SOLUTION

Classic Black 
STANDARD FENCE PAINT

Hot Weather 
Additive 

FENCE PAINT ADDITIVE

Earth Safe 

Low in V.O.C
Compliant with the  
EU Directive 2007/42/EC
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High-quality nylon sighter wire for 
the border of any property.

Perfectly suited for all  ‘sighter wire’ applications.  

It’s forgiving and flexible, making it horse-safe and  

a breeze to install.

Stock & Noble Border Line is a steel-free wire,  

so it won’t cause lacerations like steel or unforgiving 

wires. Less vet bills, more money in the wallet  

and a happier horse.

 Highly visible

 Very strong, yet lightweight

 Won’t peel, crack, sag, fade or peel

 UV and hot weather resistant

 No special tools needed for straining

 Soft and visible, safer for your horses

 Available in Black, White and Glow

Sighter wire you 
simply can’t miss.

Better, stronger, safer boundaries.  
The Stock & Noble difference.

Border Line
The perfect top line for a highly  
visible boundary.
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Tensionable, highly visible barrier 
to horses. Pure copper conductivity.

Designed specifically with horses in mind,  

EquiRope is a high quality 6mm UV stable electric 

rope that is designed to be highly tensioned 

minimising the chance of torniquet and degloving.

8 pure coated copper conductors maintain  

excellent conductivity over long distances  

at all times. Easy to install by hand, it’s great as  

an immediate solution with the added quality  

to ensure it can last permanently.

 Fits all standard insulators

 Quick & easy hand installation

 Highly visible

 Standard and bold sizes

 Black and White options

 Pure threaded copper for high conductivity

You can’t miss  
this electric fence.

Good lookin’ fences that last and protect. 
We’re with you, every step.

EquiRope
Tensionable, pure copper electric  
fence rope – no nonsense.
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End-to-end solutions for your  
Stock & Noble fence

The complete fencing system – all the odds and  

ends you’ll need to complete your fence line.

So, you’re ready to wire up your new Stock & Noble 

fence. We’ve got you covered! 

We have an extensive range of connectors, brackets, 

insulators, fault finders, in-line tensioners, you name 

it, we’ve got it!

 Casper Anchors & Joiners

 Striker Connectors & Joiners — Gold Series

 Iron-Heart Screw-in Insulators

 Roller Post Insulators

 Standard Insulators for varying applications

 Universal Rope Strainer with soft jaw

Insulators,  
accessories & tools

Fence products that last & protect. 
We’re with you, every step.

 
stockandnoble.com.au 
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Your lifetime fencing partner.  
With you, every step.

1800 102 233

info@stockandnoble.com.au

stockandnoble.com.au

Our mark of authenticity
At Stock & Noble we pride ourselves on honest, fair-dinkum products and service. We’re always  

striving forward and love to go the extra mile for our clients. Our ‘mark of authenticity’ is for products  

that deliver nothing short of excellence.

“A journey of a thousand miles begins  
with a single step.”
— Lao Tzu


